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AN ECOLOGICAL REVIEW OF THE YARE VALLEY
NEAR NORWICH

G. D. Watts, Keswick Hall College of Education,

R. Hornby, Nature Conservancy Council,

P. W. Lambley and J. Ismay, Natural History Dept., Castle Museum, Norwich.

Introduction

The streams and rivers of East Anglia—taken with their marginal reed-swamp,
fen, marsh and meadow—constitute an important series of habitats in the mosaic
of Britain’s natural history. As with other natural and semi-natural habitats,

these areas are subject to the increasing use and abuse that follows upon the

increasing population density of the region, but the threat is at its keenest in

the vicinity of growing towns and cities. The River Yare, in passing from its

catchment areas in central Norfolk to the sea at Yarmouth, skirts the city of

Norwich on its south-western, southern and south-eastern sides. The expansion
of the city has, during the last few decades, spilled down the slopes of the river

valley in the form of large estates at Earlham, Eaton and Lakenham, and the

next decade will see a further massive development at Bowthorpe. Not only have

these and other local developments directly obliterated large areas in the valley

system, but they have increased the numbers of people in the city that look to the

river and its periphery to provide amusement and relaxation.

Within the last few years a number of voices have been raised in favour of

realising the recreational potential of the Yare Valley near Norwich, in parti-

cular the detailed proposals published by the Norwich Society River Group in

1969 under the title of ‘A Journey Along the Waterways of Norwich’. While

some of the proposals, such as the suggested system of riverside pathways,

seemed unexceptionable, there was some disquiet about the impact of the new
‘country parks' and their associated car parks upon the wild life of the area.

There was too little information about the relative ecological significance of

different valley areas to enable responsible initiatives to be made or informed

planning decisions to be implemented. As a result of representations made by the

Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists Society to the Norwich Society, a joint meet-

ing of representatives was held on November 23, 1970, and as a result the

Naturalists offered to survey the areas particularly concerned with a view to

advising the planning authority as to their relative conservation value.

The Society Sub-Committee elected to the task of conducting the survey

was concerned to gather as much biological information as possible to enable a

balanced view of the whole area to be obtained, and to permit the identification

of sites particularly suited to research, educational or amenity ends. The Sub-

Committee arranged for a number of Yare Valley sites to be included in the

excursion schedules for the 1971, 1972 and 1973 seasons, as well as issuing a

general appeal to Society members for any other helpful and relevant informa-

tion. It was apparent, however, that any review of such an extensive area must

include a comprehensive survey of a kind that would result not only in a cata-

loguing of the range of habitats available but also an assessment of the conserva-
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tion value of each habitat in relation to others of its class. It was important that

such a survey should be carried out by a small group of people visiting all parts

of the area and judging each site by an agreed set of criteria. Given such informa-

tion it should be possible to classify the habitats, identify uncommon or ecolo-

gically significant sites that stand in need of protection, and grade the remaining

habitats in each class so as to make informed recommendations about their use.

Methods

In planning the survey, it was considered that the areas at greatest risk were

those parts of the Yare Valley in closest proximity to Norwich. Accordingly, it

was arranged to include in the survey the land immediately adjacent to the river

in a band extending from Bawburgh Mill in the west, downstream to Whit-

lingham Marshes in the east. The total survey area was initially divided into 33

roughly equivalent sections, each consisting of about one kilometre of river

bank in length and about 200-400 metres of valley floor and slopes on one side

of the river in width, the sections being numbered and named to facilitate

identification and description. During the survey it became evident that the

natural compartmentation sometimes required reshaping or subdivision of the

initial, rather arbitrary, units, and the number of sections surveyed finally

numbered 46 (see Maps).

The owners of virtually all of the land to be surveyed were identified by gen-

eral or by local enquiries. Landowners were approached by letter and in the

majority of cases permission to visit the sites and make the study was ungrudg-

ingly given. Fieldwork commenced at Easter and continued through the summer
of 1974 at roughly fortnightly intervals as follows: April 9th, 22nd; May 9th,

21st; June 11th, 24th; July 22nd; August 2nd, 16th, 30th; September 17th.

During each afternoon’s field work three or four sections were covered, assessed

and recorded. In general the sections were visited in sequence downstream, and

some possibility of bias might arise from different sections being visited in

different seasons, but it was not felt that this posed serious problems. Additional

data was derived from extra visits made to particular sections by individual

members of the team; from the excursions to the area arranged by the Society;

from individuals responding to a general request published in the Society’s

Bulletin; and from Nature Conservancy Council and Castle Museum records.

Since one of the chief aims of the survey was to arrive at a comparative view

of the significance of the many habitats in the river valley, it was important to

convert an essentially subjective exercise into as objective a study as possible.

Considerable thought and discussion was given to the framing of a set of criteria

by which each section could be judged, and the following eleven-point scale was
adopted:

Presence of scarce species . . . . 10

Diversity of species . . . . 10

Presence of scarce habitats . . . . 5

Diversity of habitats .. .. 10

Quality of higher plants . . . . 20

Quality of lower plants . . . . 5
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Quality of vertebrates .. .. 15

Quality of invertebrates . . . . 10
Value for research . . . . . . 5

Value for education. . .. .. 5

Value for amenity . . . . . . 5

100

While the scale of assessment was, for the most part, subjective, there was a
substantial measure of agreement as to the manner in which points were to be
awarded in each section.

(a) presence of scarce species: Since one of the resources of the natural world
is its diversity of plant and animal species, the preservation and protection of

threatened species is an important component of any planning review. In the

present survey the assessment has two levels of significance: species that may be

nationally rare (although they could be common in the valley area) qualify for a

high rating in respect of a natural resource held in trust for the country as a

whole; species that are scarce within the valley system qualify for recognition

in respect of the need to conserve a range of living forms for local research,

education and amenity purposes.

(b) diversity of species: An estimate of the total number of plant and animal

species should provide some measure of the richness of the ecosystem. Since

newly colonised areas and ‘improved’ areas (e.g. cultivated, reseeded and sprayed

grazing pastures) are notably poorer in range of species than well-established

communities, this may also be considered an index of the age, status and possibly

also stability of the community.

(c) presence of scarce habitats: The valley contains no habitats that are nat-

ionally rare, so this component of the assessment seeks to identify and credit

habitats that are scarce within the valley system, and so help to sustain the

greatest range of habitats within the valley as a whole.

(d) diversity of habitats: Areas that include a greater range or diversity of

different habitats within a limited area, and so provide a mixture of opportuni-

ties for plant and animal life, are likely to be recognised as more interesting and

attractive for educational and amenity purposes. A minor source of error in this

part of the scoring arises from the tendency to subdivide major areas for assess-

ment so that diversity is not always measured within areas of comparable size.

(e) QUALITY of higher plants: While scarce plants will have been credited in (a),

and the range of plant species will partly account for the score in (b), there re-

mains a less easily defined quality of interest that merits assessment. Although

not rare, some plants may be botanically significant, may be ‘striking’ in some

respect, or occur in such numbers or arrangements as to excite comment, or

offer some other such special appeal.
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(f) quality of lower plants: Applying the same considerations as in (e), with

the reservation that the distribution of visits through the year made difficult the

assessment of fungi.

(g) quality of vertebrates: Applying the same consideration as in (e). No trap-

ping was attempted so judgement in this section depended upon chance en-

counters (birds, amphibia) or upon tracks or signs (mammals).

(h) quality of invertebrates: Applying the same considerations as in (c).

While the insect populations were systematically sampled, little other informa-

tion was available.

(i) value for research: Given the extent of individual work carried out by the

students and staff in higher and further education in the area, together with

investigations mounted by amateur naturalists, particular value was felt to

attach to areas having reasonable access but suffering limited public pressures,

were reasonably close to university or college and offered good opportunities

for investigative fieldwork.

(j) value for education: Considering the popularity of the river and its environs

with children, and the increasing need to facilitate environmental approaches to

education, some credit was afforded sites that were accessible to school parties

and thought likely to be biologically productive without being unduly hazardous.

(k) value for amenity: Scoring for amenity recognised areas of natural charm
and beauty; or areas that were, or could be made, accessible for walking, angling,

etc.; or areas of lesser value that might be given over to the more disruptive

outdoor pleasures and amusements of the local population; or, simply, sites

that would profit by being maintained as open space rather than developed.

It will be noted that there are criteria of two kinds in the above set—the

first eight (a to h) concerned only with an assessment of the wild life content of

each section, and the last three (i to k) concerned with an assessment of the

potential of the section for dedication to a particular use. The team arbitrarily

decided that these latter factors should each count for 5 % of the total score for

each section. These weightings are clearly personal views, and readers may
derive a wildlife value for each section by subtracting the last three scores from
the whole.

Since the time available did not permit a pilot survey of the area, it was
necessary to apply the assessment procedures without knowing the range of

scores likely to be encountered in the valley as a whole. Perhaps understandably,

there was a tendency in the early work to underestimate, and so underscore,

the sites considered, and subsequently, comparability had to be sustained with

the result that all scoring tended to be in the lower part of the scale and no site

scored more than 34 points out of 100. This raw data was scaled upwards at the

close of the survey by converting the top score in each of the eleven categories

into the maximum possible score and increasing the other results in that category

proportionally but to the nearest whole number. The scaled category figures for

each site were then totalled, and these figures were used for the grading of the

sites. The distribution of grades was as follows:
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Grade 1 Sections Score 65-100% 4 sites

Grade 2 Sections Score 55-64% 4 sites

Grade 3 Sections Score 45-54% 5 sites

Grade 4 Sections Score 35-44% 9 sites

Grade 5 Sections Score 25-34% 17 sites

Grade 6 Sections Score 0-24% 7 sites

While the estimation of several, often conflicting, properties is subsumed
within a single grade, in general it might be said that Grade 1 sites are considered

to be highly desirable areas of multiple ecological values, and that Grade 2 sites

have much to commend them in several respects.
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The Area Reviewed
0

Section 1—bawburgh village: Area of grazed pasture on S. side of river, and

mown grassland on N. side of river, above and below the road bridge. Grade 5,

chiefly of value as open space within the village.

Section 2—bawburgh east: Area of grazed pasture on S. side of river, but

including backwater with marginal and marsh vegetation, and large area of

blackthorn scrub. Grade 2, particularly for the quality of the higher plants and

the insects of the blackthorn (including Myopa strandi (Diptera; Conopidae)).

Section 3

—

bawburgh windpump: Area of ley, arable (barley in 1974), and

rough damp grassland dominated by Juncus spp. and Deschampsia caespitosa.

Grade 5.

Section 4

—

clink hill west: Area of ‘improved’ pasture on N.E. side of river.

Grade 6.

Section 5—clink hill east: Area of gravel workings, flooded gravel pit, gravel

banks and riverside stretch of ‘improved’ grassland. Grade 3, particularly

because of birds seen (great crested grebe, pochard, tufted duck, kingfisher) or

reported (sparrowhawk), and range of invertebrates, especially butterflies.

Section 6—colney wood: Area of young mixed plantation—pine, birch, sweet

chestnut, sycamore, elm, etc. Grade 2, particularly because of quality of higher

plants including some rare Rubi, Trifolium striatum, Carex pairaei, Verbascum

pulverulentum.

Section 7—colney wood marshes: Area of rough grazed pasture lying between

wood and river. Grade 5.

Section 8

—

bawburgh lodge marshes: Riverside grassland, part ‘improved’

and monotonous and part grazed but rough. Some small recolonised gravel

workings. Grade 5.

Section 9

—

colney gravel pits : Area of current and abandoned gravel workings

S. of the river: flooded and very disturbed. Grade 1 as an area showing great

diversity of species, including uncommon (Rumex maritimus, Water Rail) and
attractive (Green Sandpipers, Sedge Warblers) kinds.

Section 10

—

colney pine plantation: The only conifer plantation in the study

area. Encloses rough grassland clearings. Potentilla recta, Carex echinata,

but Grade 5.

Section 11—bowthorpe west: Riverside strip of rough grazed pasture with

patches of Glyceria maxima. Verbascum pulverulentum found and Kestrel seen,

but Grade 5.
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Section 12—colney hall farm meadows: Strip of ‘improved’ grazed pasture
with narrow fringe of Glyceria maxima along river edge. Grade 6.

Section 13—colney church east: Fields between Colney Church and Hill

Farm, S. of river. Part rough grass and part planted with poplars. Range of
higher plants (including Saxifraga granulata), lower plants (especially Parmelia
caperata

)

and some birds (especially Kingfisher). Grade 3.

Section 14—bowthorpe east: Strip of rough grassland bordering river with

willow scrub at E. end. Grade 5.

Section 15—colney to earlham meadows: Large area of grazed rough pasture

bounded by the curving river to the N. and the Earlham Road to the S. Some
diversity with Deschampsia caespitosa tussocks, winding ditches dominated by

Glyceria maxima with Phalaris arundinacea and Carex riparia, and hedges. Appar-
ently unimproved and supporting a good association of marsh species. Grade 2.

Section 16

—

earlham west: Area of rough, horse-grazed marsh between hous-

ing estate and river, with copse of sycamore, ash, willow, and a fringe of willow

between marsh and estate. Varied marsh flora

—

Thalictrum
,
Valeriana, Caltha—

but vulnerable to estate. Two scarce flies

—

Lonchoptera scutellata and Elachiptera

uniseta—but Grade 4.

Section 17—institute marshes: Area W. of river, downstream of Earlham

Bridge, adjacent to Food Research Institute. Diverse area of ungrazed marsh,

ungrazed pasture, willow copse, gorse/bramble and disturbed ground. Grade 4.

Section 18—earlham park: Mown grass and river margin. High amenity value

but Grade 6.

Section 19—earlham hall woods: Mixed deciduous woodland and overgrown

pond. An attractive stretch scoring in most sections—diverse and interesting

plants, including Corydalis claviculata, birds (e.g. Garden Warbler, Green Wood-

pecker) and invertebrates in an area having value for research, education and

amenity. Grade 1.

Section 20—university playing field: Mown grassland; river margin partly

mown and planted with poplars. Grade 6.

Section 21—university marshes: One of the few areas dominated by coarse

marsh vegetation, especially Glyceria maxima ,
Filipendula ulmaria, Epilobium

hirsutum, Urtica dioica. Grade 4.

Section 22—university broads. Excavations in progress: open water and

‘beach’. Potential rather than present interest. Grade 4.

Section 23 cringleford wood: Mixed woodland on dry slope S. of river-

ash, sycamore, lime, hazel, pine, oak. Grade 6.
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Section 24

—

cringleford marshes: Ungrazed or lightly grazed marsh domina-

ted by Phalaris, Glyceria, Filipendula, Carex riparia and including Thalictrum,

Scutellaria, Hottonia. Grade 5.

Section 25—cringleford carr: Very attractive area of alder carr with typical

vegetation and some surprising additions

—

Aconiturn napellus, Leucojum aestivum,

L. vernum. Grade 1.

Section 26

—

bluebell marshes: Area of dry grassland extending from Bluebell

Road down to marsh and extensive reed bed fringing river. Only reed bed in

the survey area, and a useful swallow roost. Good range of higher plants and

amphibians. Grade 2.

Section 27

—

cringleford mill: Attractive area in close proximity to Mill,

otherwise extensive roadworks for by-pass and suburban gardens. Grade 5.

Section 28—eaton nursery marshes: Rough ungrazed marshland lying

between derelict nurseries on Bluebell Road and river. Extensive areas of

Glyceria maxima, Epilobium hirsutum, Carex acutiformis, Filipendula ulmaria,

Urtica dioica, etc. Useful, especially for nesting waterfowl. Sallow and alder

may need controlling. Grade 4.

Section 29

—

cringleford lore marshes: Area including horse-grazed Ranun-

culusIBeilisIRhinanthus pasture; Glyceria/Juncus/Carex acutiformis marsh; and

Hawthorn/Willow trees and hedges. Grade 5.

Section 30

—

eaton south: Eaton churchyard, a range of suburban gardens and
an extensive island of ungrazed marshland. The relative inaccessibility of the

island is a useful feature. Grade 4.

Section 31

—

keswick marshes: Cattle-grazed marshes and dykes between

Keswick Village and the river. Some strips of trees and a poplar plantation.

Good range of marginal plant species. Grade 4.

Section 32

—

eaton common and keswick mill: Mill fields of ‘improved*

grassland; Common of rough grassland with Epilobium hirsutum; and a patch

of willow/alder carr with riverside marsh fringe. Good aquatics, especially

Nymphoides peltata, Potamogeton praelongus. Grade 4.

Section 33

—

keswick mill to harford marshes: Area of cattle-grazed

marsh between river and railway, including dykes with Glyceria and a small

area of carr. Grade 5.

Section 34

—

marston marshes: Area of cattle-grazed rough marsh between

Marston Lane and river. Liable to winter flooding. Numerous open drains with

good range of plant species, including Butomus umbellatus, Scrophularia umbrosa.

Grade 3.

Section 35

—

harford hills: Small area bounded by river, railway and Ipswich

Road. Horse-grazed field and ungrazed area of Glyceria/Epilobium hirsutum.

Grade 5.
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Section 36—markshall marsh : Area of rough marsh S. of river and downstream
of Harford Bridge. Glyceria/Epiloblumj Urtica/Filipendula, etc. Grade 5.

Section 37

—

harford tip: Rubbish tip, particularly interesting because of alien

plants not established in the native flora, and some unusual invertebrates such
as house crickets. Grade 3.

Section 38—tas valley south: Area of rather monotonous ‘improved’ grazing
pasture with some interesting drainage dykes. Grade 5.

Section 39—old river: Section of river isolated in viaduct construction, of
high plant interest

—

Nymphaea alba, Butomus umbellatus, Hydrocharis morsus-
ranae, Chara spp., Potamogeton spp.—and good invertebrates, Aeschna grandis

common, Tetrix subulata. Also area of willow scrub and section of new river.

Grade 1.

Section 40

—

tas valley north : Rough ungrazed marsh isolated between rail-

way and river: PhragmitesIGIyceria/UrticalEpilobiunj with Salix scrub. Grade 5.

Section 41

—

old lakenham: Rough ungrazed marsh between housing estate

and river: Glyceria/Epi/obium/ Urtica/Phragmites with Salix scrub. Grade 5.

Section 42

—

trowse mill: Areas of mown grass, CEGB station, arable and
rough pasture. Grade 5.

Section 43

—

trowse marshes: Areas downstream of Trowse Bridge and N. of

river. Marsh of distinct areas dominated severally by Epilobium hirsutum ,

Angelica sylvestris, Carex acutiformis. Polygonum amphibium. Also dumped soil

with arable weeds, and a stand of polars. Grade 3.

Section 44—whitlingham lane: Grazed pasture between Whitlingham Lane

and river and from Trowse Bridge downstream to confluence. ‘Improved’ and

dull. Grade 6.

Section 45—whitlingham marshes: Grazed pasture between Whitlingham

Lane and river from confluence downstream to plantation. Pasture dull but

dykes more interesting. Also some alder scrub. Grade 4.

Section 46

—

rough marsh plantation: Plantation of willows. Neat but rather

uninteresting. Grade 6.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30
31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

60

30

18

54

59

28

32

65

31

28

19

50

26

59

38

41

21

69

24

35

38

22

34

70

59

33

42

32

38

39

42

30

46

33

30

51

32

65

33

33

33

47

22

35

22

TABLE 1

Showing scaled score ratings for each section

a b c d e f

( 10) ( 10) (5 ) ( 10) (20) (5 )

0 3 0 7 2 0

3 7 2 10 12 0

0 5 0 7 4 0

0 3 0 3 2 0

10 5 2 7 6 0

6 6 2 10 14 3

0 3 0 7 6 2

0 3 0 7 6 0

7 10 2 7 14 2

3 3 2 7 6 0

0 3 0 7 4 0

0 3 0 3 4 0

3 5 0 10 8 5

0 3 2 7 6 0

3 7 2 10 8 0

3 5 2 10 6 0

0 5 2 10 10 0

0 2 0 3 2 3

3 8 0 7 12 2

0 3 0 7 4 0

0 5 2 3 4 2

0 3 2 7 4 0

0 2 2 3 4 0

0 3 0 3 12 0

10 10 5 3 16 2

3 7 5 10 12 0

0 5 0 10 6 0

0 5 0 10 10 0

0 5 0 7 8 2

0 5 2 7 6 5

0 5 2 10 8 0

3 3 0 10 8 2

0 3 0 7 8 0

7 5 0 7 10 0

0 3 0 10 6 0

0 5 0 3 6 0

7 8 2 3 14 0

0 5 0 7 6 0

7 7 2 7 20 2

0 3 0 10 6 2

0 3 0 10 4 3

0 3 0 10 6 0

0 7 5 10 8 0

0 3 0 3 4 0

0 5 2 7 4 0

0 3 2 3 2 2

g h i j k

( 15 ) ( 10) (5) (5 ) (5)

5 4 0 0 5

10 10 2 2 2

7 6 0 0 1

7 2 0 0 1

12 8 2 0 2

7 8 2 0 1

5 4 0 0 1

7 6 2 0 1

15 6 2 0 0

5 4 0 0 1

7 4 0 2 1

5 4 0 0 0

10 6 0 2 1

2 4 0 0 2

10 8 2 5 4

2 6 0 0 4

7 4 0 2 1

2 2 0 2 5

15 8 5 5 4

5 2 0 2 1

10 4 2 2 1

5 2 5 5 5

5 4 0 0 2

7 4 2 2 1

10 6 5 2 1

7 6 2 3 4

7 4 0 0 1

7 4 2 2 2

5 4 0 0 1

5 4 2 2 0

7 4 0 2 1

7 4 0 2 3

5 6 0 0 1

7 6 0 3 1

7 4 2 0 1

5 6 2 2 1

5 8 2 2 0

7 4 0 2 1

10 8 2 0 0
7 4 0 0 1

7 4 0 0 2

7 4 0 2 1

10 6 0 0 1

5 4 0 2 1

10 4 0 2 1

5 2 2 0 1
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TABLE 2

Showing scaled score and grade for each section

SECTION NUMBER NAME SCALED SCORE

1 Bawburgh Village 26

2 Bawburgh East 60

3 Bawburgh Windpump 30

4 Clink Hill West 18

5 Clink Hill East 54

6 Colney Wood 59

7 Colney Wood Marshes 28

8 Bawburgh Lodge Marshes 32

9 Colney Gravel Pits 65

10 Colney Pine Plantation 31

11 Bowthorpe West 28

12 Colney Hall Farm Meadows 19

13 Colney Church East 50

14 Bowthorpe East 26

15 Hill Farm to Earlham Bridge 59

16 Earlham West 38

17 Institute Marshes 41

18 Earlham Park 21

19 Earlham Hall Woods 69

20 University Playing Field 24

21 University Marshes 35

22 University Broads 38

23 Cringleford Wood 22

24 Cringleford Marshes 34

25 Cringleford Carr 70

26 Bluebell Marshes 59

27 Cringleford Mill 33

28 Eaton Nursery Marshes 42

29 Cringleford Loke Marshes 32

30 Eaton South 38

31 Keswick Marshes 39

32 Eaton Common and Keswick Mill 42

33 Keswick Mill to Harford Marshes 30

34 Marston Marshes 46

35 Harford Hills 33

36 Markshall Marsh 30

37 Harford Tip 51

38 Tas Valley South 32

39 Old River 65

40 Tas Valley North 33

41 Old Lakenham 33

42 Trowse Mill 33

43 Trowse Marshes 47

44 Whitlingham Lane 22

45 Whitlingham Marshes 35

46 Rough Marsh Plantation 22

GRADE
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TABLE 3

Habitats in the area surveyed

SEC-

TION

GRASSLAND
MOWN GRAZED ROUGH MARSH

SCRUB WOODLAND
DEC. CON. MIX.

OPEN
WATER

OT
GRAVEL

PIT

HER
REFUSE

TIP

1

2 *

3 l

4 * '

5
* *

6 *

7

8

9 *

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17 *

18

19

20

21

22 *

23

24 *

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37 *

38

39 *

40 *

41 *

42 * *

43

44

45 * *

46

Total 4 20 10 14 10 10 1 2 4 3 1
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The Habitats Classified

A limited number of different habitats is represented in the study area, and the

distribution of these is shown in Table 3. In referring to the table it must be
recognised that the habitats indicated are not mutually exclusive. The range of
vegetation in the Valley represents a continuum in which the various habitat

categories are artificial, although useful, divisions.

Grassland

The great majority of the survey area is dominated by grassland, although tnis

varies widely in kind. Variation in management—cutting, grazing, use of ferti-

lisers or herbicides—is responsible for many of the differences observed, although
water supply and drainage represent another important controlling influence.

Many of the sites considered contain more than one type of grassland habitat,

and in some sections where levels are irregular the differential drainage results

in a mosaic of vegetation types. Grazing and drainage often interact, with wetter

areas tending to be grazed less than drier.

mown grassland: Areas regularly cut by machine to produce a turf for amenity

purposes. This habitat is relatively scarce in the Valley, the largest areas being

in the civic park at Earlham (18) and the playing fields of the University (20).

The maintenance of grass species in a small and vegetative state, and the dis-

couragement of other herbaceous species, leads to rather limited and monoto-
nous plant communities whose chief value is for sports and recreation.

grazed grassland: A heterogeneous classification, ranging from heavily grazed

areas approximating to mown grassland, through medium grazing permitting

taller and more diverse vegetation, to light and/or intermittent grazing allowing

ranker growth tending towards rough grassland. No sites in the survey area were

currently being managed for hay, and in only one field (45) was cutting for silage

observed. In the whole of its work the survey party was unable to find grazed

meadows with a wide range of grasses and other herbs in a species-rich assem-

blage. This reduction in diversity of the vegetation seemed likely to result from

the use of fertilisers to increase the productivity of the land for grazing and to

favour the more exacting rye grasses and clovers. Much of the grazing land is

probably regularly fertilised and contains a narrow range of species, but some
is infrequently treated and contained herbaceous species such as Lychnis flos-

cuculi, Rhinanthus minor, Cardamine pratensis, Trifolium pratense, Plantago

lanceolata, Filipendula ulmaria, Rumex acetosa, etc. It is likely that the diversity

of species has been further reduced in several areas by the use of selective herbi-

cides. The application of fertilisers and herbicides tends to be on the drier areas,

so providing another factor complicating the balance between vegetation, water

level and grazing. Special mention in this category to Sections 15 and 34.

rough grassland: Areas of irregular and rank vegetation, almost certainly

grazed or cut in the past but now neglected, and often invaded by scrub. Some

of these areas were high and quite dry (26), while others were lower and wetter,

with tussocks of Deschampsia caespitosa or Juncus spp., and blending into marsh

(3, 17, 32). One or two of these areas were quite interesting, e.g. 17 with Saxifraga

granulata and Geum rivale and 26 with Verbascum pulverulentum and a wide

range of other dry grassland plants.
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Marsh: Considered as areas where the water table is high and the land is liable

to winter flooding, and taken to include the reed-swamp community where the

summer water level is at or above soil level. These wetland areas were probably

cut for hay or grazed as ‘water meadows’ but with the deterioration of drainage,

more difficult grazing conditions and the diminishing demand for grass, have

been allowed to revert. Here and there alders and sallows mark the movement
back towards carr which was probably very extensive on the wet flood plain

of the Valley floor. The only reed(Phragmites communis) bed of any size was at

26, and this type of community was usually marked by Glyceria maxima,

Epilobium hirsutum, Carex acutiformis, Filipendula ulmaria, Thalictrum flavum,

Phalaris arundinacea, Caltha palustris. Good examples are 21, 28, 40 and 41.

In 43 an area dominated by Angelica sylvestris was noteworthy.

Marsh and reedswamp are also encountered intermittently through the

Valley as riparian fringe vegetation.

Scrub

When the pasturage of grassland ceases, the succession to woodland begins.

In the case of the survey area the invading woody species are almost invariably

alder or willow, although the blackthorn (2) was striking. The progress towards

carr might be encouraged in one or two sections, e.g. 16, 32 and 39.

Woodland

The term is used here to describe an area dominated by woody perennials at

least 10 metres high with a closed canopy.

deciduous woodland: Plantations of poplars or willows (e.g. 13, 31, 46)

tended to be rather dull. Apart from one or two small clusters of trees, the

most substantial wood was at 19 with an acid soil flora dominated by Endymion
non-scriptus and with Corydalis claviculata. The mature carr (25) scored heavily,

not only because of its development but because of the presence of a number of

rare plants almost certainly introduced by F. W. Harmer at the beginning of

the nineteenth century.

coniferous woodland: Only one site (10) in the survey area and this rather

apart from the river influence.

mixed woodland: Represented by two sites in the Valley, 6 and 23. Of these

the former was the most important, and although only fringing the river valley,

was considered to contribute significantly to the natural history interest of the

area.

Open Water

gravel workings: Range from new excavations still being worked (5, 22)

through abandoned to substantially recolonised pits (8). They provide a wide
variety of open ground and open water habitats within a comparatively small

area, and are especially important for some birds and for plants of disturbed

soils.

dykes: Drainage channels were present in most of the areas surveyed and were

scored with those areas. Some showed good growths of aquatic macrophytes
and marginal plants and had rich invertebrate faunas.
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ponds: Chief among the stagnant bodies of water in the area was the section
of the old river channel (39) isolated from the main river. Its range of aquatic
macrophytes was the richest encountered.

river: While an assessment of the river as such was not a part of the exercise,
it is clearly involved in any assessment of the natural history potential of the
Valley. For most of the survey area it is a typical lowland, meandering, slow-
flowing, mud-floored, stream, although below the mills at Bawburgh and
Keswick, and in one or two other shallow areas, it flows rapidly and with turbu-
lence over a gravel substratum. The whole stretch has good aquatic macrophytes
and a wide range of invertebrates.

Other Habitats

arable land: While there is still only a small amount of arable land within the

river valley (3, 42) there is much just outside. The valley is not likely to be

exempted from the tendency for arable to increase at the expense of pasture as

drainage is improved in the low-lying areas of the county.

rubbish tip: The Tip (37) is unique in the survey area, and has attracted interest

over many years for its alien plants and other aspects of its peculiar ecology.

Discussion

It was not the function of the Sub-Committee to propose lines of development

for areas in the river valley, nor yet to comment upon the proposals of others*

but to identify areas of great natural history interest so that these might be

safeguarded. While the public recreational pressures on the valley are certain

to increase, it was seen to be important to classify the habitats represented in

the area and to conserve representative examples of the main habitats for ecolo-

gical, educational and amenity purposes.

Accordingly, the Sub-Committee wishes to propose the following:

(a) That a number of sites in the survey area represent natural history resources

that are unique or rare locally and deserve substantial protection. These include

Cringleford Carr (25), the reed bed of Bluebell Marshes (26), and the Old River

(39). To these are added an example of grazed pasture, Marston Marshes (34),

and an example of ungrazed marsh. University Marshes (21). It is suggested

that these sites merit particular protection, largely freed from public pressures

by limiting access to professional or amateur naturalists engaged in observation

or research of a non-destructive kind.

(b) That a number of sites in the survey represent good examples of their kind

and should be conserved for their natural history interest. They might be served

by small car parks and observation points where appropriate, and by footpaths

of a limited length and penetration. The sites include Colney Gravel Pits (9),

Colney Wood (6), Colney to Earlham Meadows (15), Cringleford Marshes (24)

and Trowse Marshes (43).
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(c) That a number of sites in the survey area might be adapted for educational

use, so that parties of students or schoolchildren from Norwich and surrounding

districts could carry out field study activities. Adaptation might include a small

coach park, nature trails, and covered teaching/laboratory accommodation with

books and equipment. Such sites might include the gravel workings of Clink

Hill East (5), Earlham Hall Woods (19), grazed marsh at Earlham West (16)

and at Whitlingham Marshes (45), and ungrazed marshes at Eaton Nursery (28).

The areas selected will only continue to have a value for the purposes

indicated where they are managed to that end. It is urged that in the selected

areas, traditional management procedures should be revived or continued, and

that help and advice be made available to landowners in this respect.

In setting aside certain examples of different habitats for specified purposes,

the Sub-Committee does not wish to suggest that it is insensitive to the fate of

the remainder of the river valley area. Clearly there is a case for retaining as

much as possible of our wetlands in the face of more intensive agricultural use

and urbanisation, and the limited areas named may be insufficient to protect

some forms of life that require larger areas. At the same time, where some con-

version of the resources of the valley seems inevitable, the differentiation of the

more important from the less important is a necessary stage in the planning

process.
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River, rough grazed pasture and wood :
(Section 7 — Colnev Wood Marsh)



Recolonized gravel workings : (Section 9 — Colney Gravel Pits)

Playing field, river and rough marsh : (Sections 20 and 21 University)



Meadow with buttercups, Trow'se : (S. Ward of Section 44 — Whitlingham Lane)



Pyrausta perlucidalis — Hickling 1974



A MOTH NEW TO NORFOLK
T. N. D. Peet

July 1974 saw the first records in Norfolk of a scarce new resident moth,
Pyrausta perlucidalis (Hubner).

This insect was originally noted in the British Isles in 1951 when examples
were caught at Wood Walton Fen. They were wrongly identified then as Pyrausta

fuscalis Schiff, and this error was not corrected until 1956. Since then, the insect

has continued to be seen at Wood Walton, and more recently has been caught

regularly on the Suffolk coast. There are also two examples of possible migration,

single insects from Kent and Hampshire.

At dusk in early July 1974 several examples were caught, and others taken

and released, along marsh walls at Hickling, Norfolk. On subsequent days further

worn specimens were seen. I have no doubt it is a resident here now. As this

locality has been well worked over several years, the insect may be regarded as

a new resident rather than an overlooked species.

The moths fly feebly at dusk, in a manner similar to Haritala ruralis

Scop. They are smaller than ruralis, and look white against the fen background.

They have also been caught at mercury vapour light trap, though with not the

same frequency as free-flying at dusk.

The larva is not known in this country. Continental literature records it on

a thistle Cirsium oleraceum Scop., an introduced plant in this country and not

known in Norfolk. Another thistle species is presumably the pabulum here. An
attempt will be made in 1975 to find the larva.

A photograph of a male is shown. The species is also shown as a black and

white drawing, with genitalia dissection, in the Entomologists Gazette Vol. 8p.l62,

(1957), by Mere and Bradley.
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THE ORIGIN OF MOUSEHOLD HEATH, NORWICH
B. M. Funnell

Summary

Mousehold Heath sensu stricto is considered to be part of an approxi-

mately 5x11 km (3 x 7ml.) glacial outwash plain or sandur, comparable to

the Salthouse (2.5 x 3 km) and Kelling (3x11 km) Heaths in North Norfolk,

or the larger Karup Sandur (30 X 50 km in central Jutland. As in the case of the

Dollerup outwash cone (9x10 km) on the Karup Sandur, the highest point

on the Mousehold Heath sensu lato outwash plain (c. + 47 m O.D.) is close to

the termination of a buried glacial channel or “tunnel” valley.

Introduction

Mousehold Heath sensu stricto is a small, 184 acre (lxl km), remnant of a

much larger Heath, which once stretched over 10 km northeastwards towards

Salhouse and Ranworth. Prior to human intervention the vegetation, soils and
landforms of this area must have been much more distinctive than they are at

the present day. Stony and sandy soils underlie a gently inclined plateau-like

surface at +30 to 45 m O.D. over a wide area, with steep slopes descending to

the floor of the Wensum and Yare valleys at little more than 1.5 m O.D. in the

vicinity of Norwich. Recognition of the distinctiveness of this area by earlier

inhabitants led to its preservation as a substantial area of open heath, Mousehold
Heath sensu lato, into the 16th century (Goreham 1973. p.5). The more restricted

Mousehold Heath of the present day still preserves some of the essential habitats

and geological and geomorphological features of the larger entity. This article

is written in the hope of improving understanding of the origins of this notable

piece of the natural heritage of Norwich. It is not based on any systematic or

particularly original research, and the inferences brought forward here should be

subject to further investigation and questioning in the normal way.

What is it made of?

Mousehold is capped by coarse flint gravels, well described by H. B. Woodward
(1881, p. 130) and still easily seen in the surface soil of much of the remaining

part of the Heath. The gravels may be up to at least 7.5 m thick, but are perhaps

more typically 3 m or so. Towards Salhouse they pass laterally into gravelly

sands and sands. Downwards too they pass into increasingly sandy gravel, and

eventually into sands, themselves anything up to 5 m thick. These deposits

together were referred to by the original geological surveyors simply as ‘Plateau

Gravel’ and ‘Sand and Gravel’, and were already recognised as the outwash of

glaciers.

Underlying the Mousehold gravels and sands is a more or less continuous

layer of stony brick-earth, up to 6 m thick. Although its precise origin is uncer-

tain, it seems likely to have been melted out of the base of a glacier, perhaps

standing moribund, or almost so, in and surrounded by water. This brickearth

occurs at the surface along the bottom of Mousehold Valley, and also beyond

the limits of the main gravel spread towards Salhouse, where the sand and gravel

cover becomes discontinuous.
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All these glacial sediments rest on marine sands and Chalk which form the

lower slopes of the Wensum and Yare valleys. The top of the marine sands is at

about + 25 m O.D. Therefore the total thickness of glacial deposits underlying

Mousehold Heath probably exceeds 20 m in places.

The general form of Mousehold Heath (s.J.)

The highest point on the glacial gravels is somewhere in the vicinity of the top

of Harvey Lane, near its junction with Morse Avenue (TG 253092). Here an

elevation of + 47 m is attained, but the original configuration of this summit has

been obscured by extensive housing development and the digging of a large

gravel pit. From this point the surface of the ground slopes north-west towards

Mousehold Heath Cy.s.), north and north-east, the most consistent and continuous

slope being north-east towards Salhouse.

It seems reasonable to infer that the surface culmination, near the top of

Harvey Lane, is close to the original apex or point of injection of glacial outwash

deposits, which spread out to the north-west and north-east from that point,

getting progressively finer and thinner in the direction of maximum transport

towards the north-east. It should be stressed however, that this inference has not

been tested by examination of evidence for direction of water flow in the deposits

themselves. This would be a useful exercise to undertake on any temporary

exposures that may occur in the gravels and sands in the future.

Figure 1 shows the surface geology, slopes and elevations developed on
Mousehold Heath (s. /)), together with some speculative indications of the original

directions of glacial outwash water flow. Figure 2 shows the same features at a

larger scale for the more immediate vicinity of Mousehold Heath Cs..v.).

The edge of Mousehold Heath (s.J.); its relation to the Yare Valley

Some of the more spectacular scenery of Mousehold Heath is not directly asso-

ciated with the inferred outwash plain itself, which is a rather monotonous,
gently inclined plane, but with the steep slopes descending to the Wensum and
Yare valleys. The open views to and from St. James Hill are the most striking,

but steep slopes are characteristic of the edge of the plain from Mousehold Heath
itself to Thorpe St. Andrew. The fretting of the upper part of these slopes by

small steep-sided valleys is of course responsible for much of the charm of Mouse-
hold Heath. Where these steep slopes face across the Wensum, they are matched
by others, not quite so high, on the other (southern and western) side. These

facing slopes appear to have been caused by the breaching of a general high-

level spread of glacial outwash deposits by the Wensum river, which has separa-

ted the deposits at Mousehold from other similar deposits on the high land

between the Wensum and Yare valleys on the other side.

Across the Yare valley, however, downstream from its confluence with the

Wensum, there are no corresponding steep slopes or deposits. Instead the

plateau surface between Trowse Newton and Kirby Bedon, and parts of the

Yare and Tas valley floor and sides, are underlain by Chalky Boulder Clay

—

a lodgement till laid down underneath an active land glacier. Furthermore,

along the line of the Tas and Yare valleys occur a series of deep hollows, infilled

with a variety of glacial deposits (Funnel! 1958, p.ll; Woodland 1970, p. 551).
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Fig. 1 Mousehold Heath (s.l.) outwash plain Chalky Boulder Clay, vertical lines;

Mousehold Gravels and Sands (=Middle Glacial Sands+Plateau Gravels), blank with

contours and spot heights in feet above O.D.;

Stony Brickearth (=Norwich Brickearth), fine stipple.

Approximate northern limit of Chalky Boulder Clay glacier, pecked line. Arrows indi-

cate speculative directions of outwash water flow.

M.H. = Mousehold Heath (s.s.); M.V. = Mousehold Valley Drive; S.J.=St. James Hill.

The map is reproduced at a scale of approximately 1 :63,360 or lin. to 1 mile, the south

west corner of the National Grid frame is at TG 230070.

(Elevations are derived from various scales and editions of topographic maps, geological

outlines from the Old Series lin. geology map.)
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Fig. 2 Mousehold Heath outwash plain and Yare Valley. Buried Glacial Channel.

Ornament and conventions as for Figure 1

.

M.H. = Mousehold Heath (s.s.); MVD= Mousehold Valley Drive; M.R. Mousehold
Restaurant (The Pavilion); S.J.H. = St. James Hill. Portions of principal roads and
tracks shown for Mousehold Heath (s.s.) only. Other locations can be obtained from
the National Grid frame—the reference for the south-west corner of the map is TG
230070, and the map is reproduced on a scale of approximately 1 :25,000 or 2£ inches

to 1 mile.
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1 hese appear to terminate northwards near the bottom of Harvey Lane against
the north side of the Yare valley. Such features are generally known as ‘buried
glacial channels’ in East Anglia (Funnell 1958), and similar features in Denmark
are known as ‘tunnel’ valleys (see Woodland 1970). Formerly thought to be
created mainly by sub-glacial melt-waters, eroding under hydrostatic pressure,

increasing evidence of actual ice erosion by tongue or valley-glacier-like lobes of
ice has been adduced by Danish geologists (Hansen 1971). Be that as it may-
and it would go far to explain the anomalous northward extension of Chalky-
Jurassic boulder clay in the buried glacial channel at Trowse (Funnell 1958, p. 13)

—there is still quite a general association of terminations of such ‘tunnel’ valleys

with the apices of glacial outwash cones in Denmark. A good example is the

Dollerup outwash cone in central Jutland, where the apex of the cone, standing
at +80 m, stands in close juxtaposition to the end of the Viborg-Hald So ‘tunnel’

valley, at present occupied by the Hald So, a lake with its surface standing at

only +9 m above sea level. Here in Norfolk we seem to have a similar situation.

The Tas valley buried glacial channel, eroded in places as deep as —35 m O.D.,
but subsequently infilled, by a variety of glacial deposits to +7.5 m or a little

above O.D., apparently terminates, or at least abruptly changes direction, on
the north side of the Yare valley (Figs. 1 and 2). Immediately above it at +47 m
O.D., and only 0.8 km distant to the north, is the culmination of the Mousehold
Heath outwash plain. The inherent hydraulic problems in raising coarse gravels

a large vertical interval over such a short horizontal distance are not inconsi-

derable (Hansen 1971, p. 302), and perhaps we should look to the general level

of the Chalky Boulder Clay south of the Yare (at +20to 30mO.D.) as the more
likely level of derivation. What is clear, however, is that the present southern

border of the Mousehold Heath outwash plain must be very close to the original

ice contact position (defined by the Chalky Boulder Clay deposit). This is not

to say that the steep slopes down to the river at Thorpe St. Andrew are the origi-

nal ice contact slopes. The glacial deposits with which we are concerned were

brought by the first glaciers to occupy the Norwich area, and there has been

ample time and opportunity for any original ice contact slopes to be eroded and

degraded since then, during subsequent glacials and interglacials. However the

open, pervious nature of the outwash gravels and sands would enable them to

retain steep slopes as they receded, assisted by spring-sapping at their contact

with the underlying less pervious stony brickearth, and continued erosion of

the north side valley by the River Yare would maintain the steepness of the

lower slopes.

Epilogue

l hope the foregoing account gives a reasonably correct answer to the question:

Why is Mousehold Heath there? At least it is an attempt to do so in the light

of one person’s current understanding of these matters. Perhaps it will add ano-

ther dimension to the Heath for those who value it mainly for its history, biology

or amenity, and encourage others to look more closely and discriminatingly

at the way in which it came to be made.
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CONSERVATION OF THE SEA ANEMONE NEMATOSTELLA
VECTENSIS IN NORFOLK, ENGLAND AND ITS WORLD

DISTRIBUTION
R. B. Williams

2 Carrington Place, Tring, Herts., England

Summary

(a) Nematostella vectensis Stephenson, 1935 has been recorded from nine saline
pools at six different localities in England since 1929; from nine pools at a single
locality in Canada since 1965; and from several marsh pools and sheltered bays
at five localities in the U.S.A. since 1939. These localities occur on the coasts of
the northern English Channel, the western North Sea and the eastern Pacific
and western Atlantic Oceans.

(b) The North American populations of N. vectensis appear to be stable. However,
in England the species is in danger of extinction, and is now known to survive in

only three of the original pools.

(c) In Norfolk, England, the two populations at Wells-next-the-Sea were des-

troyed by pollution, and the original Cley-next-the-Sea population perished
when Half-Moon Pond dried up in 1975. However, a remnant of the latter popu-
lation was saved and transferred to a nearby pool, but the future of this arti-

ficial colony is uncertain.

(d) Some of the research carried out as part of a conservation scheme in Norfolk
is described, with details of the management of Half-Moon Pond; its drying up;
and the establishment of an artificial colony of Nematostella.

(e) The effects of human influence on the status of Nematostella in England are

described and the wider implications for the north Norfolk coast and its biota

are discussed.

Introduction

Nematostella vectensis Stephenson, 1935 is a rare edwardsiid sea anemone
which burrows in the soft mud of poikilohaline pools or creeks in salt marshes.

It has been recorded only from England and North America. As with many other

marsh species, plotting of its geographical distribution is difficult due to the

paucity of research on appropriate habitats. It is possible that N.vectensis will

eventually be found in the extensive marshes and brackish waters of north-west

Europe and that its known distribution in North America will be extended.

In England, N.vectensis from East Anglia has recently been described

(Williams, 1975). A long-term study on its biology was begun in Norfolk in 1971,

and by 1973, it was clear that its status in this county was rather precarious, due

partly to pollution (Williams, 1973a) and partly to the natural instability of its

preferred habitat. Accordingly, it was decided to transfer some anemones from

Half-Moon Pond at Cley-next-the-Sea to one or more safer pools. This plan

required a detailed understanding of the ecological requirements of N.vectensis,

and hence could not be carried out immediately. Further research on Half-

Moon Pond was needed and conditions in several potential recipient pools
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had to be monitored. The first transfer was planned for the autumn of 1975,

but in fact was carried out slightly earlier when Half-Moon Pond dried up in

the hot, dry summer of that year.

The purpose of this paper is to document the presently known world distri-

bution of N.vectensis with special reference to its status in England and to des-

cribe some of the research necessary for its conservation in Norfolk. Details of

the management of Half-Moon Pond, its drying up and the transfer of some
anemones which were saved are also given.

Distribution of N. vectensis in England

All known localities, published and unpublished, are shown in Fig. 1. A
distinction is drawn between those where the anemone still survives and those

where it is known or suspected to be extinct.

(a) abraham’s creek, wells-next-the-sea, Norfolk (Ordnance Survey National

Grid Reference TF 909453). I found N.vectensis here in 1971 (Williams, 1973a and

b). Over the following two years it became scarcer with the decreasing depth of

the oxidized layer at the mud surface. Nematostella was last recorded here on

23 April 1973 (a single specimen). In November, 1975 the mud had no oxidized

layer and Nematostella is probably extinct here.

(b) ABRAHAM’S BOSOM, WELLS-NEXT-THE-SEA, NORFOLK (TF 912453). Dr. R.

Hamond first found Nematostella in the north-east corner of this lake (Williams,

1973a). I found none there in 1971, but rediscovered the anemone on the western

side where the ditch from Abraham’s Creek enters. The worsening pollution of

this locality, which is bounded by a caravan site, was noted by Williams (1973a,

p.391) and the last record is a single dying specimen on 7 September 1974.

Nematostella is probably extinct here.

(c) half-moon pond, cley-next-the-sea, Norfolk (TG 049452). Nematostella

was first found here by Dr. R. Hamond in 1966 (Hamond, in lift.). The recent

management of the pond is described on p.262. Nematostella perished when the

pond dried up in August, 1975 (see below).

(d) lagoon o, shingle street, Suffolk (TM 359409). Robson (1957) found

N.vectensis here in 1956 and 1960 (Dr. Elaine Robson, in lift.). 1 searched this

lagoon frequently between 1973 and 1975 but never found any anemones. The
mud is sulphurous with no oxidized layer and Nematostella is probably extinct

here.

(e) lagoon 1, shingle street, Suffolk (TM 363419). 1 found N.vectensis here

in 1973 (Williams, 1975) and it is still abundant. The lagoon is unpolluted and
since it is replenished by sea water flowing through the shingle bank which
separates it from the North Sea, it is unlikely to dry up. The water level was
unaffected by the dry summer of 1975.

(f) lagoon at pagham, Sussex (SZ 884970). Mr. R. L. Manuel found Nematos-
tella scarce here in 1974 (Manuel, in lift.). I failed to find any anemones in this

lagoon a year previously, at which time it seemed rather polluted. The substrate

is mainly shingle with pockets of black sulphurous mud. There is much in corn-
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mon between Abraham’s Bosom (Norfolk) and this lagoon, which is also adja-

cent to a caravan site. The future of Nemcitostella here seems to be in jeopardy.

(g) lagoons at bembridge, isle of wight (SZ 637882). Stephenson (1935)

gave details of Nematostella in two lagoons in 1929. However, attempts to

rediscover the anemone in recent years have failed and it is doubtful whether it

still exists at this, the type locality (see Williams, 1975), which may have been

somewhat altered topographically (Manuel, in lift.).

(h) the fleet at langton herring, Dorset (SY 607814). This record is due to

Manuel in 1973 (in litt.). The site differs from all others in England, in that it is

in direct communication with the sea, although it is still extremely sheltered.

There appears to be no immediate threat to Nematostella here.

Fig. 1 . Distribution of N. vectensis in England

• Surviving populations

O Populations known or suspected to be extinct
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Since 1929, the total number of records of Nematostella in England is nine

at six different localities. Only three populations now definitely survive (at

Shingle Street, Pagham and Langton Herring), and one of these (Pagham) is

unstable. The anemones transferred from Half-Moon Pond (see p.264) are not

considered here, since this new population is not yet stabilized.

Distribution of N.vectensis in North America

All known localities, published and unpublished, are shown in Fig. 2. As
far as is known, all populations are stable and none has become extinct since

being first recorded.

(a) coos bay, Oregon, u.s.a. Nematostella lives in small pools in the Salicornia

marshes and on open mud flats along the upper bay and tidal reaches of the

Coos River (Miss J. Hanna and Prof. C. Hand, in lift.).

(b) tomales bay, California, u.s.a. A pool in a marsh adjacent to the mouth
of Walker Creek contains N.vectensis (Hand, in lift.).

(c) san francisco bay, California, u.s.a. Here the anemone lives mainly in

marsh pools, but was once recorded in a protected embayment on the Bay shore

at Berkeley (Hand, in litt.). It is also recorded from a marsh pool on Bay Farm
Island (Hand. 1957).

Fig. 2. Distribution of N. \ectensis in North America
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(d) bissel cove, rhode island, u.s.a. Nematostella is recorded by Nixon and
Oviatt (1973) in a marsh embayment of Bissel Cove which opens into Narragan-
sett Bay.

(e) woods hole, Massachusetts, u.s.a. Crowell (1946) described N.pellucida
as a new species found in the Mill Pond in 1939, but this anemone was subse-
quently shown to be a variant of N.vectensis (Hand, 1957; Williams, 1975).

(f) minas basin, nova scotia, Canada. At the western end of the Minas Basin
around Kingsport, Canning and Canard, Nematostella has been found in nine
pools in the marshes since it was first discovered in this area in 1965 by Bailey
and Bleakney (1966) (Mr. P. G. Frank, in lift.).

The North American localities for Nematostella, unlike the English ones,

usually cover quite large areas, where the anemones may live in many small

marsh pools and also on nearby sheltered tidal sites such as estuarine mud flats.

None of the populations is reported to be endangered in any way.

Conservation of N.vectensis in Norfolk, England

All of the three known localities for N.vectensis in Norfolk, Abraham’s Bosom,
Abraham’s Creek and Half-Moon Pond, have been actually or potentially

threatened by pollution for several years (Hamond, 1972; Williams, 1973a).

At least three kinds of pollution may be involved (see Mellanby, 1972): organic

pollution, which directly increases the biochemical oxygen demand (B.O.D.);

eutrophication, which by the increase in concentration of nutrient salts, encour-

ages algal blooms and indirectly increases the B.O.D.; and the introduction of

toxic wastes.

Abraham's Bosom might be affected both by organic pollution originating

from the summer caravan site at the water’s edge and by eutrophication caused

by roosting water birds defaecating into the water. On 6 January 1976,

pollution was largely confined to the northern end, just as it was on 7 January

1973 (see Williams, 1973a). This is probably because the current runs across from
Abraham’s Creek, south-east towards the outflow (see Hamond, 1972) and there

is therefore little water movement at the northern end. The situation is exacer-

bated in the summer when the outflow is partially dammed to raise the water

level in Abraham’s Bosom. This also reduces the flow of Abraham’s Creek and

depletes its oxygen content. Unfortunately, the total area of water (5.061 acres)

is too large to attempt conservation, and in any case, pollution is too far ad-

vanced to save many of the indigenous invertebrates.

However, Half-Moon Pond seemed to provide a situation in which a

conservation scheme might be feasible. First, the pollution w'as caused by toxic

wastes, which is fairly easy to control if early action is taken. The small size of

the pond (less than 0.5 acre in the summer) facilitated manual clearing of the

building and agricultural refuse illegally dumped from the adjacent car park,

which reduced the size of the pond and introduced lime, rusting iron, oil and

pesticide residues. Second, once the site was cleared, the prevention of further

dumping was possible, since the pond is on land belonging to the Norfolk
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Naturalists’ Trust. Naturally, adverse climatic conditions, the most dangerous

being drought, could not be controlled. It was planned, therefore, to terminate

the early stages of pollution and to maintain control by careful management, in

order to give time for research on the biology of Nematostella to be completed.

When this work was done, one or more transfers to pools less vulnerable to

pollution and drought were to be attempted.

(a) the management of half-moon pond. The pond was cleared on 24 August

1974, when it was very low due to drought. The rubbish removed included bricks,

tiles, sacks of lime and builders’ debris, asbestos and polythene sheets, mattresses,

bed frames, broken car windscreens, barbed wire, guttering, iron pipes, pesticide

drums, oil cans (one full of sump oil), aerosol cannisters, tin cans, broken bottles,

polystyrene cups, L.P. gas cannisters and large quantities of paper left by pic-

nickers. After this initial effort, the pond was routinely cleared of rubbish (mostly

tin cans and paper) during subsequent monthly visits.

In an attempt to control dumping, a notice warning offenders of possible

prosecution was erected to face the car park at the western end of the pond.

This had no effect, so after the pond was cleared, a wire fence was erected across

its western end to prevent vehicles approaching from the car park.

(b) ecological research. In addition to the above expedients, research on the

ecology of N.vectensis was proceeding simultaneously. Some results pertinent

to the conservation scheme are outlined here.

The burrowing habit in aquatic animals, besides providing protection from
predators, can also afford a short-term means of surviving desiccation if the

substrate becomes exposed to the air. In a lagunar habitat, this may happen
during periods of drought.

In an experiment on the survival of Nematostella in such circumstances,

groups of ten anemones were allowed to burrow into about 1 cm of mud covered

by 1 cm of water in transparent plastic dishes. The anemones were well fed, but

their nutritional state was unlikely to affect the results, since Nematostella can

be starved for 80 days with no ill effects. The temperature ranged from 16.5

to 23.4 deg.C during the experiment.

At the beginning of the experiment, the water was siphoned from all the

dishes but one, which served as a control. Initially, a film of water about 0.5

mm deep remained on the mud surface. The anemones retreated a short way
into their burrows, leaving a small depression into which water drained where

the anemones could partially expand their tentacles. As the film of water evapor-

ated, the tentacles of most anemones contracted after 8 hours, and after 31 hours

all had completely withdrawn into their burrows. By 3 days, they had burrowed

to the bottoms of the dishes and were lying horizontally. To assess survival,

water was added to different dishes at intervals and the numbers of anemones
emerging, and the times taken were noted. When Nematostella is emerging from
dried mud, the anterior end of the column is introverted, unlike when emerging

normally from thixotropic mud. After 5 days, the few surviving anemones were

trapped under the dried out mud and had to be released by breaking it up.

Results are shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1

N. vectensis: Survival data for up to 6 days burial in mud without water

DAYS
ELAPSED

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE
OF SURVIVING ANEMONES

TIME TAKEN TO EMERGE
AFTER ADDITION OF WATER

FURTHER OBSERVATIONS

1 10/10 (100%) Ca 5 minutes Mud still soft.

3 20/20 (100%) 10-15 minutes Mud fairly hard.

4 21/30 (70%) Some after about 1 hour
—others still trapped

Not all anemones able

to emerge unaided.

Those which could not

were released by

breaking up the mud.
These were sick.

5 7/20 (35%) None had emerged after

7 hours

All anemones surviv-

ing had to be released,

but were all very sick.

6 0/10 (0%) — —

In the laboratory situation in shallow mud, the factor limiting survival was
rapid desiccation. The mud did not become anaerobic. To compare this situation

with field conditions, samples of mud were taken 0.5m from the water’s edge of

Half-Moon Pond on 5 July 1974 in an area where the Ruppia cirrhosa was dried

up and known to have been exposed for at least four days. The mud was moist

and similar in consistency to the mud in the laboratory experiment after one or

two days, but it was black and clearly poor in oxygen. Living anemones ( <2mm
long) were recovered, but all appeared to be sick. Under these conditions, the

limiting factor for survival seems not to be desiccation, but anoxia. Being deeper,

the mud remains moist for a longer time, but this allows bacteria to continue

respiring and the anaerobic layer encroaches upwards on the anemones as they

attempt to burrow deeper. The maximum survival time under field or laboratory

conditions, however, is probably not much different, i.e. between five and six

days, maybe a week at the most.

Nematostella with gonads have been found throughout the summer and

autumn. It is now known that the species reproduces asexually as well as sexually.

Transverse fission was actually observed during January 1 975 and might continue

throughout the year. The “double anemones" and malformed individuals

recorded by Williams (1975) probably resulted from this process. The food of

Nematostella in Half-Moon Pond is mainly harpacticoid copepods and the larvae

of the midge Chironomus salinarius. The data on reproduction and feeding sug-

gested that the best time to transfer Nematostella would be during the autumn

when both sexual and asexual reproduction were in progress and food would be

plentiful following the summer breeding season.

Several pools were monitored for about a year to ascertain whether they

were suitable for Nematostella. Particular attention was paid to salinity and

temperature ranges, substrate type and the indigenous flora and fauna. It was

important that the pools should not dry up, even in severe droughts; that prey

for Nematostella should be plentiful; that no other rare species should be en-

dangered by the introduction of the anemones; and that no predators of Nema-

tostella should be present. Of special importance is the depth of the oxidized
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layer at the mud surface, which should ideally be at least 1cm deep at all seasons.

Two pools were finally selected which satisfy these conditions. They are both

within half a mile of Half-Moon Pond, and on the Cley Marshes Nature Reserve

which is a Site of Special Scientific Interest owned by the Norfolk Naturalists’

Trust. The possibilities of dumping or other human disturbances are minimal,

since both pools are inaccessible to motor vehicles (unlike Half-Moon Pond).

(c) transfer of anemones. The summer of 1975 produced a severe drought

during which Half-Moon Pond dried up some time between 25 July and 1

1

August, before the planned transfer of anemones. The actual date of drying up
was probably on or about 4 August i.e. one week before the situation was
discovered. Previous work (see above) indicated that some anemones might still

be living. On 1 1 August about 20 kg of mud down to a depth of about 10 cm
was removed and mixed with 75 % sea water and 25 % tap water, then aerated

and left to settle in a cool shady room. Twenty-four hours later, 8 anemones,

all <4mm long, had reached the mud surface. The mud was then resuspended

and 24 hours later, 2 more anemones, one about 1 cm long, were recovered.

Further resuspension produced no more anemones, and similar treatment of

another 35 kg of mud collected on 12 August gave negative results.

The 10 surviving anemones were kept in clean 75% sea water and fed daily

with a suspension of mashed prawns; the water was also changed daily. After 3

days, the anemones were much healthier and on 15 August they were released

together in one of the selected pools on the Cley Marshes (see above). For security

reasons, details of the precise locality are not given here, but have been deposited

with the Norfolk Naturalists’ Trust, the Nature Conservancy Council, the Royal

Society of London and the British Museum (Natural History).

On 13 December 1975, 7 healthy anemones were seen within 10 cm of the

release point at the new locality, which will be monitored regularly. A search of

Half-Moon Pond, now full again, confirmed the extinction of Nemcitostellci there.

Discussion

Nematostella vectensis is on the verge of extinction in England. This is

entirely due to human influence. The natural habitat of this anemone appears

to be in shallow pools and at the extremely sheltered edges of marshes in

estuaries and bays. The main means of dispersal is probably by storm surges

sweeping anemones from pool to pool over the marshes, and possibly to a lesser

extent by being carried in weed by wild fowl (Williams, 1973a). The North
American records probably represent the natural distribution pattern of the

species, whereby, as old pools dry out and new ones are formed, developing

marshes are restocked, either from other pools or from the seaward edge of the

marsh. In England, however, where agricultural land is at a premium, sea walls

have been built since about the 13th Century (Grieve, 1959) and the already

restricted salt marsh areas (see Boyden, 1969) have become even smaller. In

Norfolk, the histories of the sea defences are well documented for Wells

(Purchas, 1965; Hunt, 1971) and Cley (Cozens-Hardy, 1972). Hencz Nematostella
in England probably became more and more localised, as sea defences were

improved and reduced dispersal by storm surges, until only the present fragmented

distribution remained.
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Once Nematostella habitats became isolated from the sea and from each
other, their vulnerability to climatic and further human influences increased.

Many lagoons naturally become silted up and colonised by plants over the years

( Robinson , 1953), and without tidal influence are more likely to dry out, as did

Half-Moon Pond. I have seen lagoons at Shingle Street dry out or become infilled

and colonised by the reed Phragmites communis. In addition, since World War
II, there has been increasing pressure on coastal areas for recreational pursuits

with associated caravan sites, holiday homes etc. which have brought with them
pollution of various kinds as reported herein. It is significant that the only two
stable Nematostella populations (The Fleet and Shingle Street) of the three

known to be remaining in England, live behind natural shingle banks (not sea

walls) which are neither attractive to holiday-makers nor conducive to human
habitation; and allow sea water to percolate through.

It is clear, therefore, that the only means of conserving Nematostella in

England is by artificially colonising carefully selected stable lagoons free from
adverse human influence, since the building of sea walls has made natural recol-

onisation impossible.

Turning to wider implications, there are undoubtedly other animals and
plants (see Williams, 1973a), with ecological requirements similar to those of

Nematostella which are endangered, although none is known yet to be on the

verge of extinction. However, the loss of more susceptible biota like Nematostella

from a locality should serve as an early warning of pollution. Sooner or later,

if pollution goes undetected and unchecked, the more robust species of molluscs

and crustaceans will also succumb and finally, with no food present, many of

the avifauna and other small vertebrates will migrate away. This, of course,

would be disastrous for Norfolk, a county so well known for its marshland fauna.
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ELUMA PURPURASCENS BUDDE-LUND (CRUSTACEA:
ISOPODA) A WOODLOUSE NEW TO BRITAIN FROM NORFOLK

Paul T. Harding
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology, Monks Wood Experimental Station, Abbots

Ripton, Huntingdon.

Eluma purpurascens Budde-Lund is a primitive Armadillidiid, being in the same
Family as the common “pill-woodlouse” Armadillidium vulgare (Latreille).

Eluma is readily distinguished from Armadillidium spp, which have compound
eyes, by having eyes composed of a single large ocellus. In Armadillidium spp
the telson reaches to or beyond the apex of the uropods, but the telson of Eluma
is shorter than the uropods. The colour is usually mottled purplish-brown and
individuals can grow to 16 mm long, as long as the largest British Armadillidium

spp. For further descriptions and figures see Edney (1953) and Sutton, et al (1972).

Eluma purpurascens was first recorded in the British Isles from Ireland by

Pack-Beresford (1908) who found it at Howth, Co. Dublin. Subsequently it has

been found in Co. Dublin at Portmarnock Station (Bagnall 1908) North Bull

Island (Humphries & Kennedy 1957) and Portmarnock Point (Harding 1969). It

has been recorded at all these sites during 1975 and was also collected at three

sites further north in Co. Dublin (D. Doogue& N. M. Reardon, personal com-
munication).

I collected two female specimens of Eluma purpurascens on the cliffs at

Overstrand near Cromer (N.G.R. 63/252406) on 1 1 and 12 July 1975. The cliffs

on this coast are unstable, being composed of glacial deposits overlying probable

Upper Cretaceous strata. Land-slips, water-worn gullies and areas of bare clay

are plentiful. The upper levels of the cliffs are more stable with small enclaves

where the vegetation is luxuriant and rich in species. Where vegetation is present

on the lower cliffs it is dominated by ruderal species such as Tussilago farfara L.

and Lotus sp. One specimen of Eluma was taken at dusk under a loose clay

“boulder” in a scree type situation on the lower cliffs. A second specimen was
taken the following morning in species rich vegetation with much Equisetum sp.

on the upper level of the cliff.

Also recorded with Eluma were two species rarely recorded away from

synanthropic situations—Androniscus dentiger Verhoeff and Cylisticus convexus

De Geer. Both species have in recent years been recorded from several other

sites on sea cliffs which are soft and unstable and with a similar vegetation. It is

probable that this habitat is a natural one for these two species in the British

Isles.

Vandel (1962) suggests that the occurrence of Eluma purpurascens in Ireland

and in western France is as the result of being spread by man. The species is

widespread in the Iberian peninsula, Algeria and in the Azores, Madeira and

Canary Islands. To judge from the occurrence of the species in Ireland and

Norfolk, it is not particularly synanthropic. Several of its Irish localities are at

remote parts of sand-dune systems. It seems probable that Eluma is dependant

on high insolation and is particularly associated with unstable coastal habitats

such as dune systems and cliffs.
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SOME NOTABLE HOLLIES ILEX AQUIFOUUM IN NORFOLK
WOODLANDS
P. W. Lambley

During studies by myself and Dr. Francis Rose on the lichen flora of Norfolk

a number of large specimens of holly Ilex aquifolium have been found in Norfolk

woods. The largest so far found occur in the southern part of Merton Park in an

area known as ‘Merton Oaks’. Some of the specimens here reach 0.7 metres

in diameter and therefore equal in girth some of the famous trees in Staverton

Thicks, Suffolk, though they are less tall. Merton Oaks itself is mainly mature
oak woodland with a few large beeches. In the eastern part of the area one of

the oaks reaches an enormous size. This is the ‘Conquest Oak’ which although

now dead has still a very impressive trunk of about 3.3 metres diameter 1 metre

from the base. There is a Walsingham family tradition that it was planted at

the time of the Conquest.

Very large hollies also grow on the Pond Hills near Hempstead in north

Norfolk and although here there is only a small fragment of woodland on hilly

terraine they are growing with some very large rowan trees Sorbus aucuparia.

These sites, together with Swanton Novers Great Wood and Staverton

Thicks in Suffolk are the only known East Anglian localities for the lichen

Stenocybe septata which is largely restricted to holly.

Acknowledgements: Mr. E. L. Swann, F.L.S., for confirming the identification and Mr.

E. T. Daniels for helpful discussion.
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THE GRAPE HYACINTH MUSCARI ATLANTICUM IN NORFOLK

P. W. Lambley

On April 11th 1974 1 found a specimen of Muscari atlanticum growing on a grass

covered grave in Lading Churchyard 10 km. square (52/98). Growing nearby

were two specimens of Muscari botryoides. Other plants of interest in the church-

yard were Iris foetidissima and Veronica filiformis.

Although Muscari atlanticum is described in the Flora of the British Isles

as native in Norfolk there seems to be some doubt as to its status in the county.

Kirby Trimmer records it from the city wall at Norwich and St. Benets Abbey;
both sites where it is likely to have been introduced. Nicholson considered it

doubtfully native and records it in addition from between Colkirk and Faken-

ham and from Harleston. At this latter site it was also considered doubtfully

native by Gilpin. In an annotated copy of Nicholson (in Norwich Castle Museum)
Dixon-Hewitt adds ‘said to occur near Hockham 1906 and Caistor St. Edmund
1939 probably always as a garden escape’. The only recent record is by E. T.

Daniels from a roadside at Riddlesworth (52/98). As some plants were growing
in the garden he considered that it was most probably an escape from the cottage,

although it was always possible that the cottage garden material was derived

from wild stock.

The Larling plant may also have been planted, though perhaps originally

derived from wild stock in the area, especially as the plant is now rarely grown
in gardens. It is true, though, that churchyards often carry relict populations of

meadow and woodland plants and it is just possible that it happened in this

case. This doubtful status is surprising when compared with its relative abun-

dance in parts of the Suffolk Brecks.
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LONCHOPTERA SCUTELLATA STROBL. (DIPTERA,
LONCHOPTERIDAE) NEW TO NORFOLK

J. W. Ismay

1 captured several specimens of this species at Hardley Floods on 29th October
1973 and 20th November 1973. Smith (1969, Handbooks for the Identification

of British Insects Vol. X pt. 2(ai) ) records L. scutellata from Suffolk but I have
seen no records from Norfolk. My specimens were found in Carex , Phragmites

and Glyceria litter.

A NOTE ON COMPROMYZA PEDESTR1S MG. (DIPTERA,
SPHAEROCER1DAE)

J. W. Ismay

This short-winged species of fly was first recorded from Norfolk by E. A. Ellis

( Eastern Daily Press, 16th November, 1968) from specimens from flood refuse at

Coldham Hall, Surlingham. In December 1973 Dr. Ellis found the species again

in the same habitat. On 10 December 1973 1 visited Wheatfen Broad and found

C. pedestris. 7 specimens were found in two tussocks of Carex panieulata, and

all were in the remains of small mammal nests in the sides of the tussocks. There

is a specimen in the British Museum (Natural History) found under corrugated

iron, but all the other records of this species from Britain have been from flood

refuse. Many species of Sphaeroceridae have been recorded from small mammal
nests and this may be the natural habitat of C. pedestris.
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